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PRECEDIM PAGE )AC..NOT IIfvMED - -

SUMMARY

/" revised Enlisted Evaluation Form (EER) to be used in rating soldiers in
pay grades E-5 or below, and a Senior Enlisted Evaluation Report (SEER) to
be used in rating soldiers in pay grades E5 through E9, were developed
along with a revised and updated reporting system.

The primary objectives were to:

(1) Curb the inflation occurring with use of the current fqrm;

(2) Provide more objective and open ratings of enlisted soldiers3

(3) Improve and update the administrative procedures of the enlisted
rating system,

(4) Provide more complete and useable informat.on to Army personnel
managers; ) , -,

(5) Enable the supervisor and rated soldier to communicate with each
other better concerning duty performance status and improvement..)

Based on personnel management requirements, findings from a review of related
research literature, a study of the rating forms currently being used by the
other services, and research on the Army's current and previous rating forms,
two field trial forms were developed. These forms were reviewed and approved
by the Enlisted Personnel Directorate (EPD), Military Personnel Center
(MILPERCEN), and the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel (DCSPER). A field
test was conducted at eight major Army installations, four headquarters
locations, and four Army National Guard (ARNG) and Army Reserve (ARCOM)
locations. A total of 3290 enlisted soldiers in pay grades E3 through E9 were
rated using the field-trial forms. In addition, structured questionnaire
responses and open-ended coments were solicited from the soldiers who

performed the trial ratings as well as from the soldiers who wert rated.

The rating forms were revised based on the field trial findings. These
revised forms were reviewed in the Enlisted Personnel LDirectorate, MILPERCEN,
DCSPER, and the US Army Institute of Administration (USAIA). They were also
reviewed by members of a promotion board meeting at Fort Harrison. Final
briefings were then given to the Vice Chief of Staff and Chief of Staff of
the Army. The new forms were implemented on 1 October 1975., , - . -'.r'

-4The new Enlisted Evaluation Report (EER)4 ' iven-at Appendi0-t- Senior
Enlisted Evaluation Report (SEER) 4Appendix- the pamphlet covering
the Preparation of Enlisted Evaluation Reports, atý./ppendix F.
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INTRODUCTION

The project reported here involved zhe extensive revision of the Enlisted
Evaluation Report. New rating forms were implemented on 1 October 1975.
Prior to Implementation of the new forms, a single form had been used for
supervisory ratings on enlisted soldiers at all grade levels. The new
forms are an Enlisted Evaluation Report (EER) for use in rating soldiers
in pay grades up to and including E-5 and a Senior Enlisted Evaluatiou
Report (SEER) for use in rating soldiers in pay grades E6 through E9.

This report describes the development, field testing, revision, and imple-
mentation of these new evaluation forms.

2
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BACKGROUND

Army Enlisted Evaluation System. In the Army Enlisted Evaluation System, the
soldier's Evaluation Score is a particularly important index which affects

variety of personnel management decisions (e.go, promotion, reclassification,
retention in the Army). The evaluation score usually is derived from two
components: a score on an MOS proficiency test (or tests if a performance
test is given) and a score based upon ratings by the soldier's supervisor.

Prior Rating Forms. Since the inception of the Enlisted Evaluation System
in i958, the form used by supervisors in evaluating soldiers has undergone a
number of revisions. Table 1 lists Army rating reports by title and effective
dates.

TABLE 1

CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF ENLISTED RATING
FORMS IN THE ENLISTED EVALUATION SYSTEM

TITLE PERIOD OF USE

COmMANDER'S EVALUATION REPORT 1 Jan 59 - 31 Mar 63
DA Form 2166, 1 Oct 58

COMMANDER'S EVALUATION REPORT I Apr 63 - 31 Mar 68j DA Form 2166, 1 Apr 63

ENLISTED EFFICIENCY PEPORT 1 Apr 68 - 31 Dec 70
DA Form 2166, 1 Apr 68

ENLISTED EFFICIENCY REPOR.T 1 Jan 71 - 30 Sep 75
DA Form 2166-4, 1 Jul 70

The recurring periodic revisions of rating forms in large measure represent
attempts to counter inflationary trends in supervisory ratings. With the
passing of time following implementation of a new rating form, supervisory
ratings show an upward trend so pronounced as to impair their usefulness in
rersonnel decisions on soldiers, especially those in the senior enlisted
grades. Data from the EER which was superseded on I October 1975 illustrate
the inflationary trends in EER scores. The total possible score on this
form was 125. In Table 2, pay-grade means and standard deviations are shown
for January 1971 and August 1974. The scores show that inflation at the
higher pay grades is very pronounced. This inflation is indicated by the
much smaller spread of scores (standard deviation) for the E-7 through E-9's
than for the E-3 through E-6 pay grades. A much higher percentage of the
upper pay grade soldiers get maximum (125 point) scores.

!4
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TABLE 2

STATISTICAL COMPARISON OF EER

(1 Jul 1970 Form) SCORES

EER (1 Jul 1970 Form)

PAY Jan 1971 Data Aug 1974 Data
GRADE - "

I MEAN ;D () MEAN SD (0)

E9 119.5 11.9 123.4 4.4

E8 116.0 14.9 122.6 5.7

L 8,0 19.2 120.4 8.5

r.6  97.4 23.8 117.5 12.2

E5 86.3 26.3 112.7 15.7

E4 75.5 28.4 106.5 21.7

E3 63.3 32.7 88.6 28.4

TM 39 4
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The decision to develop new evaluation forms also reflected concern about
certain specific deficiencles in the old form. These were as follows:

1. The numerical value of the rating directly reflected the judgment of
only one rater - the immediate supervisor. The rating procedure routinely
provided for a reviewer, but the only sure means by which the reviewer could
affect the evaluation was by formal disagreement with the rater. This was
rarely done and then only in cases of extreme differences of opinion between
the rater and reviewer.

2. The space provided for comments was too limited. The rater was
required to comment about the soldier's support of the Army's Equal
Opportunity Program and, for soldiers in ppy grade E6 and above, about the
potential to be an effective First Sergeant. There ý* little space for
any additional comments.

3. The characteristics on which the soldier was to be rated were identified
only by general and rather abstract labels and left great latitude for
interpretation by the rater.

4. After the form was implemented in 1970, a number of mandatory entries
were added. Two have been mentioned - the soldier's support of the U) pr--
gram and First Sergeant potential. Another requirement superimposed on the
form, was that the soldier sign a statem.ent acknowledging receipt of a copy
of the completed report. These changes were implemented without modification
of the form, and there was a high incidence of failure to comply with require-
ments. Many forms received at the EEC had to be returned to the point of origin
for correction.

inception of Present Revision

In 1972, on the assumption that the current EER (see Appendix A) would in
a relatively short period of time outlive its usefulness, the USAEEC stibmitted
a revision proposal to the then Commander of OPO (now the Army Mi'..ary P& rsonnel
Center - MILPERCEN).

In 1973, OPO tasked EPD, and in turn EEC, to begin work on a new EER.

Guidance

Major General Berry, then Chief of OPO, directed that the EER be revised
and issued the following guidelines for the development of a new evaluation
form.

1. Provide for consideration of the "whole man.'

2. Simplify administrative procedures.

3. Consider requirements posed by ADP.

TM 39
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4. Parallel OER (officer efficiency rating) system to extent
possible.

5. Consider eliminating "efficiency" from the title.

DEVELOPMENT OF PRELIMINARY VERSIONiS OF THE FORMS

In undertaking the project, a work group was formed in the USAEEC and
given major responsibility for revising the rating form. An Ad Hoc Comittee
also was established by the Army Military Personnel Center (MILPERCEN) to atedy
the Enlisted Efficiency Rating System and offer suggestions for its improve-
ment. Various Army field locations provided suggestions for rating system
improvement. To gather background information concerning rating form develop-
ment and use, the Air Force and Navy Enlisted Rating Forms and the Army Officer
Evaluation Report System were carefully studied. The work group at USAEEC
also carefully reviewed the technical literature on psychological rating forms
and examined previous Army rating systems. To gather background informatiouM
concerning leadership skills, the work group examined the Army Officer Efficiency
Report (OER), the e4listed rating forms used by the other military services,
leadership training materials, and leadership evaluation forms used by civilian
business and industry.

A major issue requiring early resolution was the question of a single
form for all enlisted grades versus separate junior and senior forms. Admin-
istrative simplicity argued for the single form. However, the issue was re-
solved in favor of two forms. There seemed to be compelling arguments for this
option. The major reasons were:

I. Soldiers in the senior enlisted grades are norm&lly in leadership or
supervisory positions, so their ratings should logically include an evaluation
of traits associated with leadership.

2. Senior enlisted soldiers (E6 and above) can be given additional status
and prestige by having a rating form different from the one used for soldiers
in the lower grades.

3. Inclusion on a single form of all performance traits needed to evaluate
all pay grades would probably result in having certain traits scored for soldiers
only in certain grades. This would produce a complex scoring procedure.

In developing the preliminary versions of the forms, the questions which
were posed to the USAEEC work group tended to fall sequentially into 3 categories:
content, scoring, and format.

In terms of rating content, the problem was that of identifying the traits
or characteristics to be included on the rating form(s) and phrasing descriptions
at levels of specificity. The EER (DA Form 2166-4, 1 Jul 70) previously con-
cained two major rating blocks entitled (1) Characteristics and (2) Advancement
Potential (see Appendix A). The Characteristics block had six separate traits
for rating. Oue trait was titled Duty Performance. This in reality was an
overall performance or summarization type of rating covering the other five
characteristics. To comply with the guideline for adopting the "whole man"

TM 39



concept in performance rating, the work group decided to enter overall
performance as a separate rating block on the field trial form. This block
wns titled "Demonstrated Overall Performance in Present Duty Position".
Tlerefore, three major rating blocks appeared on the field trial forms:

1. Job Performance Traits

2. Demonstrated Overall Performance in Present Duty Position

3. Advancement Potential

The preliminary listing of the ten Job Fez'ormance l'raits for the Enlisted
Evaluation Report (EER - El through E6 - see Appendix B) was developed in the
following manner:

1. Soldiers at various Army field installations were asked to provide
information on performance characteristics which they b..lieved to be important
in identifying above-average soldiers. The instructions to the soldiers and
sample statements given by a soldier are shown in Figure 1.

2. From the coanent sheets (as shown in Figure 1), A list of statements
was prepared showing how soldiers describe "above average" performance of their
peers. These statements are listed in Table 3 in order of frequency of being
mentioned.

3. The statements given in Table 3, the previous EER forms and research
reports, and the rating forms developed by the Navy and the Air Force were
used to develop a list of key words which identify and label traits hypo-
thesized as important to duty performance (see Table 4).

4. Performance statewents were selected from Table 3 to best fit each
key word listed in Table 4. Table 5 gives this matching of key words and
performance statements.

5. Groups of soldiers and a group of USAEEC psychologists were asked
to rank order the performance statements for each key word shown in Table
5. The highest ranked statement for each key word (by separate rating
groups) is given in rabbe 6.

6. The data given in Table 6 were used as the base for developing the
Job Performance Traits used on the field trial version of the EER (see
Appendix B (1)).

7. Table 7 gives the listing of the Duty Performance Traits as they
appear on the final Enlisted Evaluation Report (EER) form for comparison
with the initial listing given in Table 6.

7 TM 39
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FIGURE 1

SPECIMEN MOS PERFORMANCE COMMENTS SHEET

P1OS llR4H Name BOST JESSIE L.

(Print last name first)

SSAN 444-46-0014 Grade SSG E6 Time in PMOS (months) 93 months

2. a. List below in short phrases or sentences in your own words the most
outstanding things an "above average" soldier does in performing the duties
required for your PMOS. These can be personal characteristics (for example,
"does not waste time") or PMOS technical characteristics (for example,"makes
mechanical adjustments to the antenna without error"), or both types of
characteristics.

Look for work to be done.
Doesn't need to be superiored all the time.
Doesn't complain about work.
Help other people slow at learning.
Take care of personnel equipment.

b. List below in short phrases or sentences in your own words the most
frequent things a "below average" or poor performing soldier does in per-
forming the duties required for your PMOS. These can be personal character-
istics (for example, "aims just to 'get by"') or Pk:OS technical characteristics
(for example, "usually has arithmetic errors on his supply requisitions"),
r both types of characteristics.

Want obey orders. Hard to get along with. Might take drug. Want maintain
military bearing.

List below in short phrases or sentences in your own words the most
important things an "above average" soldier does or believes which indicate
that he is an all-around "good soldier" (for example, '"as excellent attitude
about the Army as a career").

intain Military Bearing "Hair Cut" "Boots Shined" "ETC"
work properly and doesn't complain.

*Comments by the soldier were typed as written.

TM 39 8



TABLE 3

STAT?'.ENTS F.LISflED SOLDTERS USE MOST FREQUENTLY TO ,)ESCRIBE
JOB PROFICIENCY OF THEIR PEERS

Cood attitude toward people

Tokes (acceptc) responsibility

Seeks opportunity to better himself

Make:; good use of his time

Takes an interest in his work

Excellent attitude toward the Army

Looks for improvenm-nt in his job

Sets high standards for himself

Knows what he is talking about

Is at proper place on time

Always trying to be helpful

Need not be told what to do

Does ato,'e than expected of himr

Takes pride in his work

Takes orders easily

Takes tir.e to make work correct the first time

Performs his work fast but w'ith few errors

Keeps himself looking like a soldier

Always alert

Enjoys his work

Does the best he can all the time

Asks questions and reads to find out answers

9 TM 39
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TABLE 3 CONTINUED:

Does not complain about his work

Neat and orderly in his work area

Is trying to learn

Does job whether he likes it or not

Works for higher goal

Aids co-workers in their job

Puts high importance on safety

Maintains a good general attitude

Always busy at something

Can foresee problems ahead and work them out

Not afraid to make decisions

Knows how to organize his work

Makes quick and sound decisions

TABLE 4

KEY WORDS FOR JOB PERFORMANCE TRAITS

1. Cooperativeness 6. Initiative

2. Reliability 7. Job Knowledge

3. Drive 8. Conduct

4 Application 9. Bearing

5. Development 10. Physical Condition

TM 39 10
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TABLE 5

PHRASES DFSCRIBING JOB PE.P.'ORMANCE TRAITS

COOPERATIVENE SS

(ability to op(-rate jointly with others)

Is he .uccessful in working with otherm?

Does he take orders easily?

Does he get along well with his fellow soldiers?

Does he help others to learn and do their jobs?

Does he fit in well with the group both during duty and off-duty
hours?

Does he receive and carry out orders willingly?

RELIABILITY
(dependability in performing without supervision)

Can he be relied upon to stick to the job?

Can he be relied upon to carry out actions over
obstacles that wotld stop the average r.n of his
grade and MOS?

Does he do the best he can all the time?

must he be told what to do beyond normal amount of
supervision or lirection ivinf ?

Does he carry out his orderf. ti oroughly without
constant supervision?

11 TM 39
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TABLE 5 (continued)

DRIVE

(energy devoted to job mastery)

Does he work energetically?

Does he show interest and enthusiasm for his job?

Does he put a lot of effort into his job?

is he usually busy at something related to his job?

APPLICATION

(willingness to work)

Does he accept and volunteer for extra work?

Does he devote full time and attention to his job and
improvement of the work of his group?

Does he do more than is expected of him?

Does he put a little extra into his job?

Does he get right down to work - - easily started?

DEVELOPMENT

(effort directed toward realization of potential)

Does he show potential for rapid development?

Does he seek out opportunities to better himself?

Does he look for improvement in his job?

Does he study on his own time?

Is he trying to get ahead in the Army?

Does he on his own initiative ask questions and read to
find out answers?

Is he willing to learn new techniques?

Does he have a higher job goal and work for it?

TM 39 12
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TABLE 5 (continued)

INITIATIVE

(aggressive pursuit of methods to improve job performance)

Does he suggest better ways of doing jobs?

Is he alert to opportunities to improve his work?

Does he display ability to initiate action without
direction fro. o•hc-ý

Can he foree-, -ohl.o*s ahead and work them out?

Does he gn hnt,, on iditiative promote acceptable
nev ideas?

JOB KNOWLEDGE

(breadth of knowledge about his job)

Is he well informed on all phases of his work?

Does he know both the routine and the non-routine
parts of his job?

Does he know all aspects of his job?

Can he handle most job problems without outside help?

Does he have satisfactory knowledge about all his
assigned tasks?

CONDUACT
(management of personal affairs and behavior)

Is his personal behavior a credit to the Army

Does he conduct himself well and manage his personal affairs
with full capability?

Does he show behavior becoming of a soldier, have good
management of his personal affairs, and meet his financial
obligations?

Does his personal behavior set a good example for others?

Is his personal behavior such that he is respected by his
fellow workers?

Does he show all-around personal honesty,moral soundness,
and uprightness?

13 3M 3
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TABLE 5 (continued)

BEARING

(posture, neatness of dress and appearance)

Is he correct and adequate in his dress and bearing?

Does he conform in appearance to the traditions of the
military service?

Is he usually neat in appearance and military in bearing?

Does he set high standards for himself in dress and appearance?

Does he keep himself lookfng like a soldier?

Does he take pride in his neatness of dress and appearance?

PHYSICAL CONDITION
(physical capacity to carry out required military duties)

Is he physically fit to perform duties required of his MOS?
(Ignore temporary medical limitationsdue to recent illness or
accidents)

Does he put forth effort to attain and/or retain physical
fitness required of his MOS ?

Does he actively work at maintaining himself in good physical
condition?

Does he have any physical limitations which would interfere
with current 14OS or future promotions?

TM 391
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TABLE 7

KEY WORD SYMBOLS AND NARRATIVE TRAIT DEFINITIONS
ON FINAL APPROVED EER FORM (see Appendix D)

JOB KNOWLEDGE 1. Is well informed on all phases of assigned
duties. (Scope of knowledge about duties)

RELIABILITY 2. Carries out orders without constant super-
vision. (Dependability in performing
without supervision)

DRIVE 3. Shows interest and enthusiasm for duties.
(Attitude toward duties)

LEADERSHIP 4. Demonstrates qualities of leadership.
(Exerts positive influence on others)

DEVELOPMENT 5. Seeks out opportunities for self improvement.
(Effort directed toward realization of
potential)

INITIATIVE 6. Displays ability to initiate action without
direction from others. (Aggressive
pursuit of methods to improve duty performance)

COOPERATIVENESS 7. Is successful in working with others.
(Ability to wokk irt harmony with others)

CONDUCT 8. Personal behavior sets a good example for
others. (High standards of personal conduct)

BEARING 9. Takes pride in dress and appearance.
(Neat and military in bearing)

PHYSIC 'O\DTIOON 10. Is physically fit, as required, foc MOS/gra'!e
during combat. (Physical condition)

TM 39S~16



For the preliminary form of the Enlisted Evaluation Report (Junior Form)
the rating category of "Demonstrated Overall Performance in Present Duty
Position" was entered to serve as a global evaluation of overall performance
after the rater and indorser had evaluated the ,;oldier on the ten separate
Job Performance Trait.. The r, ting category of "Advancement Potential"
was retained to serve as an evaluation of the saldier's potential to pro-
gress to duties and responsibilities above his present assignment. This was
considered to be an importauL aspect of the "whole ma" concept.

There was no previous Army rating form designed specifically for senior
enlisted soldiers. Therefore, the major rating blocks and separate qualities
and skills within the blocks were derived from insights and suggestions ob-
tained from studying rating forms used by other military services and civilian
industry, plus a study of leadership training and evaluation literature. The
major rating blocks for the field trial Senior Enlisted Evaluation Report
(SEER) form were (see Appendix C (0)):

1. Performance Qualities

2. Performance of Personnel Supervised

3. Leadership Skills

4. Kission Accomplishment

5. Advancement Potential

Seven separate Performance Qualities were selected as being most important
and most representative of general performance for senior enlisted soldiers.
These separate qualities are (see Appendix C (1)):

1. Judgment

2. Initiative

.i. Enduyance

4. Appearance

5. Personal Conduct

6. Respcnsibility

7. Integrity

Next, it was hypothesized that the performance of a soldier in a super-
visory position would be reflected in the performance of the soldiers super-
vised. Therefore, an unscored bl *k was entered on the form titled "Performance
of Personnel Supervised" (see Append.ix C (1)). This block was left unscored

17 TM 39
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because it was assumed that the influence of a supervisor is contaminated with
many other influences, but that the block gave information for counseling
purposes.

The Leadership Skills block was a major addition not included on the
previous EER. The seven separate skills to be rated were selected by making
a thorough study of the resource materials previously mentioned. The seven
skills entered in this block were (see Appendix C (1)).

1. Communications

2. Ccunseling

3. Training

4. Relations with Subordinates

5. Peer Relations

6. Relations with Superiors

7. Decision Ability

"Mission Accomplishment" (see Appendix C (1)) was entered on the preliminary
SEER form in an attempt to have it reflect supervisory performance. Everyone
recognizes this as the ultimate outcome of supervisory performance, but rater
reaction and ability to rate the factor accurately would determine whether it
stayed on the final rating form.

The block titled "Advancement Potential" (see Appendix C (1)) is the
counterpart of the one on the EER. Advancement potential is an important
aspect of the "whole man" concept, and allows the rater to project future
performance based upon present and past performance.

SCORING:

To maintain continuity in the established EER scoring procedures, a totalof 125 points was used for both the EER and the SEER forms. One-hundred and
thirty enlisted soldiers (E-3 through E-9), at the US Army School of
Administration, Fort Benjamin Harrisont were asked to give their reaction as

to how the 125 points should be allocated to:

1. Job Performance Traits

2. Demonstrated Overall Performance in Present Duty Position

3. Advancement Potential

TM 39 18
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Table 8 gives the results of the percentage assigmnment of points by these
130 enlisted soldiers to the three major rating categories shown above.
The right-hand columns titled "Allotted Percentages" and "Allotted ScoriT,g
Points" show the average percentage figures rounded anid the number of po 4nts
each rounded percentage is of the 125 total scoring puints. This weight
assigiment was done without particular reference to either the EER or the
SEER. For the ten Job Performance Traits on the EER, the 50 score points
were distributed equally to the traits (see Appendix B (1)). The other two
rating blocks each had a single rating scale covering the total number of
score points (see Appendix B (1)).

No attempt was made to assign differential weights to the ten Job
Performance Traits of the EER since that would require empirical data obtained
from an outside criterion of job performance. Also, !t is likely that
different MOSs, or at least comon-core groups of MOSs, would require different
weights dependent upon their variable, inherent duties and tasks.

In assigning number of score points to the SEER major rating categories,
the percentage values used for the EER were used as a rough guide. The final
version of the SEER (see Appendix E) shows approximately the same distribulion
of points to major rating categories if "Performance Qualities" and "Leader-
ship Skills" are combined and considered to be the counterpart of "Duty
Performance Traits" on the EER.

FORMAT:

Significant aspects of the tormat of the field trial forms were:

1. Each form was laid out to be as efficient as possible for computer
(,)PSCa) scoring and for ease &' following and use by the raters using the
form. (see Appendices B and C).

2. Each form was prepared ;.s a multiple-copy (original and four carbons),
carbon-inserted form. Appendices B (1), (2) and C (1), (2) show vYiat was a
fold-out sheet for each of the forms. The top sheet (machine scorable) for
each form included only the ratee's personal data and the actual rating
(scoring) portions (Part I and II) of the report (see Appondices B (I) and C(I)).

3. The Personal Data (Par:tI) portion of .ach form was designed for
efficient administrative processing and to be compatible with Army Standard
Installation/Division Personnel System (SIDPERS) requirements (see AppendicesB (1) and C (1)).

4. Part II, Ratings, for each of the forms was designed to provide
scoring blocks for both a rater and an indorser (see Appendices B (1) and C (1)).

19 TM 39
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5. Each of the fold-out portions of the forms was designed to provide
adequate space *or the rater and indorser to enter couments concerning
Career Development, each major rating category of Part I, and Contribution
to the Army Equal Opportunity Program (see Appendices B (2) and C (2).

6. Each of the fold-out portions of the forms was designed to provide
space for rater, indorser, reviewer, and rated soldier authentication (see
Appendices B (2) and C (2)).

TM 39
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FIELD TRIAL

Field Trial Procedure

The two field trial forms (see Appendices B and C), with accompanyIng
questionnaires, were administered at eight major Army installations, two
headquarters locations, and several National Guard and Army Reserve locations
in Indt.ana and Ohio as shown in Table 9.

A sampling procedure was developed to provide a representative sample
across pay grades and MOS codes. With an approximate percentage as a guide,

the distribution Army-wide of soldiers by pay grade sampling plan given il

Table 10 was developed. Soldiers rated were to be spread among all major
units on the installation. Twenty-five E6s on each installation were to be

rated on both the EER and SEER. (Rating of E6s on both forms was needed to

help in cOetennining which form was most appropriate for E6s). At least 20

soldiers at euch large installation were to have ratings checked by a
r-viewer.

An installation action officer was appointed for each installation and

headquarters location listed in Table 9. These a.ztIon officers visited the

USAEEC for a briefing on the field trial procedures. Table 11 gives a

listing of the administration materials which were prepared for the action
officers and their associated field trial personnel. Because of the vol-

uminous nature of these administrative materials, they are not included in

this report.

Four civilian Research Psychologists and two field grade officers from
the USAEEC visited selected installations while the field trial was in pro-
gress to make on-the-spot observations and to answer questions concerning
the field trial instructions and guidelines.

Since the second copy of the multiple-copy field trial form was
designated for the soldier's Official Military Personnel File Copy, a
sample of 25 completed field trial forms (copy 2) was sent to the Enlisted
Records Center for evaluation.

The third copy of the multiple-copy field trial forms was designed for
the soldier's Career Branch File. Therefore, a sample of 25 completed field
trial forms (copy 3) was sent to the Enlisted Personnel Directorate (EPD)
for evaluation.

TM 39 22
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TABLE 9

FIELD TRIAL. LCATIONS

rR\:)oc ?OM0S COM
INSrATLATIONS INSTALLATIONS

Ft Bliss Ft Bragg
Ft Gordon Ft Hood
Ft I'nox F: L('41s

%' Lee H- . 'H"•. "

HEADQUARTERS
LOCATIONS

Ft Monroe TRADOC - DCSPER
Ft Leavenworth CACDC
Ft Sheridan USAREC
Ft McPherson FORSCOM
ARNG Indiana & Ohio
ARCOM Indiana & Ohio
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TABLE 10

SAMPLING PLAN

1. Number of soldiers to be rated.

500 from each TRADOC andFORSCOM I.nstallation
2 from each Headquarters location
2 from each ARNG and ARCOM location

2. The distribution of rating at each TRADOC and FORSCOM
installation was to be as follows:

E3 25
E4 75
E5 175
E6 150
E7 75
E8 As many as possible
E9 As many as possible

1:
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TABLE 11

LISTING OF ADMINISTRATION MATERIALS

1. Field Trial Flowchart
2. Field Tri'al Materials Distribution

Checklist
3. General Instructions for Installation

Action Officer
4. General Instructions for Military

Personnel Officers5. General Instructions for the Rater,Indorser, & Reviewer
6. Manual for Preparation & Administration

of the Enlisted Evaluation Report, (E1-E6)7. Manual for Preparation & Administration
of the Senior Enlisted Evaluation Report

------ - - E9)
8. Enlisted Evaluation Report (EER)
9. Senior Enlisted Evaluation Report (SEER)

10. I. EER Questionnaire (1974 Field Trial)
For Completion by Each Rater & Tndorser

11. II. SEER Questionnaire (1974 Field Trial)
For Completion by Each Rater & Indorser

12. III. EER/SEER Questionnaire (1974 Field
Trial) For Completion by Each Rated Soldier

13. IV. EER/SEER Questionnaire (1974 FieldTrial) For Completion by Each Reviewer

14. V. EER/SEER Questionnaire (1974 Field
Trial) For Completion by Each Military
Personnel Officer (MILPO)

TM 39
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Field Trial Results

The numbers of completed forms, questionnaires, and comment sheets
returned are shown in Table 12.

Table 13 shows the number of EER and SEER forms which were computer
processed for data analysis. Two percent of the EER and eight percent of
rhe SEER forms were unusable for various reasons (e.g., missing data and
improperly completed forms). Table 13 also shows the distribution by pay
grade of soldiers who were rated in the Field trial. There was a good
distribution acioss PROS codes and Test Control Officer locations.

Eight-hundred and two (33%) of the EER forms had differences between
the encoded score and the computer calculated score. Nearly all of the
differences were due to the rounding procedure used for the final score.
Two-hundred nineteen (317) of the SEER forms had score differences for the
same reason.

Table 14 gives percentages of EEL and SEER forms that had various
types of errors on the top (OPSCAN) sheet of the field trial forms. These
are administrative errors which were very likely due, in part, to the
experimental setting under which the forms were completed. Various
adjustments to the forms, Improved administrative instructions, and more
serious effort by the raters under actual operational conditions should
greatly reduce these errors.

Table 15 gives the percentages of ratings, by the rater and indorser,
that were based on the various degrees of contact with the soldiers being
rated. As expected, the rater, being the first level supervisor, had the
most direct contact with the soldiers being rated. The pattern of contact
was about the same for the ratings on the EER and those on the SEER.

Both of the field trial forms had a block titled "'Indoroar Has Not
Observed and Cannot Rate Soldier." On the EER, only 2% of the indorsers
said they could not rate the soldier. The SEER showed 6.4% for this same
item. These data indicated that the established rating plcns used by the
field trial loca-ions did identify a very high percentage of indorsers as
being close enough to the rated soldiers to know how they were performing.

Table 16 gives the average rating scores by pay grades for the previous
ERR (DA Form 2166-4, 1970) as of 31 August 1974. Also given are the average
rating scores for the field trial forms. All of the field trial scores were
significantly lower (.01 significance level) than the -catching pay grade scoresfor 31 August 1974. For the 135 E6 soldiers who were rated on both the EER

26f TM 39
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TABLE 14

PERCENTAGE OF EER/SEER FORMS
WITH ERRORS ON TOP (OPSCAN) SHEET

LOC.TIO'O' AND TYPE EER (N 2359) SEER (N 530
OF E'ROR ' nf vh Frrat r 7. % of Forms with Error

Part I, Itlock Ii

Authorized pay gradc
not entered 14.0 9.8

Part i, Block C

Not black23 in at
all or not well 2.5 3.4

Bottom of Top Sheet

MPO did not sign 13.3 23.4

Part I, Block M

Month and ycar numerals
at left of Opscan area
not filled in 53.2 13.8

Part I, Block R

Not filled out at all 15.1 11.4

Part II, Scoring Blocks

Arithmetic errors 8.5 5.8

29 TM 39
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TABLE 15

DEGREE OF SOLDIER CONTACT ON WHICH
RATINGSWERE BASED - EER & SEER

DEGREE PER CENT OF RATINGS ON EER PER CENT OF RATINGS ON SEER
OF RATER INDORSER RATER INDORSER

CONTACT

DAILY
CONTACT 91.27 62.57 92.86 57.16

FREQUENT
OBSERVATION 4.42 27.56 5.32 31.04

INFREQUENT
OBSERVATION 1.50 4.79 .42 4.78

REPORTS -
RECORDS .20 .71 .14 .90

NO CHOICE 2.60 4.37 1.26 6.12
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,TATIS!7CA.W . .ARISN OF .ER ( 1 Jul 1970 For:..)S- .. SC"B ANB FIi..D". TRIAT. EER/SEER SCORES

71.?. (1 Jul 1970 Form) FIELD MRIAL E!R/SEF.R

'- I .\uA 19:4 Data N
tA.ADE " _N

_________ bD(a)MEAN

T*9 4.4 11?.3 16.0 5!

Es 12.'.6 5.7 110.8 15.3 122

17 "2c.4 8.5 1,06.0 16.1 386

F:6 11 7.5 12.2 1<.419.1Ig4

98.4* 19.3 i45

E5 112.7 15.7 96.9 ?1.6 1021

F4 106.5 21.7 92.1 22.7 488

E3 88.6 28.4 76.9 28.0 10,

[I

* E6s rated on the experim-ntal SEEF , m.
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and the SEER, there was a correlation of .88 between the two sets of scores.
The SEER scores for this group of E6's were significantly lower (.01
significance level) than the ZER scores. One-hundred thirteen of the one-
hundred thirty-five soldiers rated on both forms were rated lower on the
SEER than on the EER. These results suggest some reduction in inflation
which has been evident in EER scores.

The field trial rating score and the most recent EER score for each
soldier were matched wherever possible. These mean field trial scores
also were significantly lower (.01 significance level) for each pay
grade.

The differences in total mean scores, for the raters and indorsers for
each pay grade, were tested for statistical significance. Only pay grade
E5 showed a statistically significant difference (.05 level of confidence).

Table 17 through 19 reflect data on how the EER performed on the ten
separate duty performance traits, on Demonstrated Overall Performance, and
on Advancement Potential.

Table 17 provides a comparison of the variances for the Duty Performance
Traits on the field trial EER. The variances decrease consistently for each
trait when going from E3 to E6 ratings.

Table 18 presents a comparison of the means and standard deviations of the
rating scores, by pay grade, for the raters and indorsers on Demonstrated
Overall Performance (EER). The means increase and the standard deviations
decrease with increase in pay grade. The mean scores for the indorsers were
l~wer for each pay grade. For the E3 and E4 pay grades, there is no
significant difference between the raters and indorsers; for the E5 and E6
pay grades, they do differ at the.05 level of significance. The means for
pay grade E3 fell within the shaded, average scale-gradation block of the
rating form. The means for pay grades A4 through E6 fell in the bottom half
of the "Superior to Most" gradation block imnediately above the average
gradation block of the rating form.

Table 19 gives a comparison of the means and standard deviations of the
rating scores, by pay grade, for the raters and indorsers on Advancement
Potential (EER)o Again, the means increase and the standard deviations
decrease with increase in pay grade. The mean scores for the indorsers were
lower for each pay grade. For the E3 and E4 pay grades, there is no sign-
ificant difference between the raters and indorsers; for the E5 pay grade,
there is difference at the .05 significance level; and at the E6 pay grade,
there is difference at the .01 significance level. The means for pay grade
E3 fell within the shaded, average scale gradation block of the rating form.
The means for pay grades E4 through E6 fell in the bottom half of the "Promote
Ahead of Peers" gradation block immediately above the average gradation block
of the rating form.
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Tables 20 through 23 give data on how the SEER performed on the seven
Performance Qualities, the seven Leadership Skills, Mission Accomplishment,
and Advancement Potential.

Table 20 gives a comparison of variances for the seven Performance
Qualities on the field trial SEER. An examination of the data in Table 20
reveals that, in general, the variances decrease as ratings progress from E6
through E9 pay grades. The variances across Performance Qualities within
single pay grades are consistent and rather close for pay grades E6 and E7.
For pay grades E8 and E9 there is a greater range of variances across the
seven Performance Qualities. These lower variances indicate that for E8
and E9's either the ratings are doing a poorer job of differentiating job-
performance behavior or there is less variation in performance at these
two pay-grade levels.

Table 21 gives & comparison of the variances for the Leadership Skills
on the field trial SEER. The results are very similar to those given in
Table 20 for the seven Performance Qualities. Less differentiation in
certain Leadership Skills is evident at the E8 and E9 pay grades than for
the E6 and E7 pay grades.

Table 22 shows the means and standard deviations for the raters and
indorsers by pay grades, for Mi3sion Accomplishment (SEER). There is an
increase in means and a decrease in standard deviations going from E6 to
E8. There is little difference between E8 and E9 in these two statistics.
There is no statistically significant difference between raters and indorsers
at any pay grade. Each pay grade shows negative skewness of rating scores.
All of the mean scores were in the "Superior to Most" rating scale gradation
immediately above the shaded, average scale block of the rating form.

Table 23 shown the means and standard deviations for the raters and
indorsers, pay grede, for Advancement Potential (SEER). There is an
increase I- -.-ans and a decrease in standard deviations going from E6 to
E9. There a statistically significant difference (.05 significance
level) between raters and indorsers at the E7 pay grade. The other pay
grades show no statistically significant difference between the ratings
for the two groups. Each pay grade shows negative skewness of rating
scores. All of the mean scores vere in tha "Promote Ahead of Peers" rating
scale gradation immediately above the shaded, average scale block of the
rating form.

Table 24 shows a summary of the statistical differences between the rater
and indorser ratings on the EER. These data indicate that the raters and
indorsers did not differ sigiificantly when rating the E3 and E4 soldiers
but they did differ significantly when rating the E5 soldiers and were close
to the .05 level for E6 soldiers. The .01 significance level for the overall
EER score covering all pay grades is due to the bulk of the ratings for the
E5 and E6 soldiers and the large number of soldiers (N) in the total sample.
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TABLE 2'I SCORF, ON MISSION ACC(-MPLISI1EN'T -SEER

N EAN F7N .
______ ;EVIAT~l X RATIO

Rater 145 21.048 .5.2709 .01
E6

tindorser 140 21.043 5.2586

E7Rater 386 23.155 4.8093 1.62

EY Indo,ýsev 360 2- 589 4.7145

Ratei 132 24.773 4.1546 1.12

indorspr 126 24.175 4.3819_______

Rater 51 24.667 4.2079 .14
E9

Indorser 4/1 ?4.545 4.3211

9TM39
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TABLE 23

SCORES ON ADVANCEMENT POTENTIAL - SEER

NA STANDARD . t
_ _MEAN DEVIATION RATIO

Rater 145 19.621 6.2640 .27E6
Indorser 140 19-421 6.0288

Rater 386 21.736 5.6226 1.99E7
Indorser 380 20.931 5.3956

Rater 132 22.750 5.1960 .96
E8

Indorser 126 22.111 5.4907

E Rater 51 23.216 4.6960 .08

Indorser 44 23.136 4.7963

• Signiificant at the .05 level
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TABLE 24

SUMMARY OF STATISTICAL DIFFERENCES

BETWEEN RATER AND INDORSER RATINGS ON THE ERR

STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT
TYPE OF SCORE DIFFERENCE (.05 or .01)

Overall EER

E3 No
E4 No
E5 .05
E6 No (Near .05)

Total .01

Each of 10 "Job Performance Traits" none
by pay grade

Demonstrated Overall Performance

E3 No
E4 No
E5 .05
E6 .05

Advancement Potential

E3 No
E4 No
E5 .05
E6 .01
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Table 25 shows a sumnary of the statistical differences between the
rater and indorser ratings on the SEER. These data indicate that the raters
and indorsers differed significantly in their ratings only at the E-7 pay
grade for "Advancement Potent. l." AU other rating comparisons lacked
statistical significance.

Table 26 gives the intercorrelation ranges for each Job Performance
Trait (on the field trial ERR) with the other traits. These dati indicate
that considerable intercorrelation exists among the various traits. Because
of computer programming problems no data were available to show the inter-
correlation of the three major rating areas (i.e., (1) Job Performance
Traits, (2) Demonstrated Overall Performance in Present Duty Position, and
(3) Advancement Potential) on the EER.

Tables 27 through 29 present the intercorrelations of the four major
rating components of the SEER (i.e., Performance Qualities, Leadership
Skills, Mission Accomplishment, and Advancement Potential). The correlation
indices run from .75 to .91 which indicate a high degree of intercorrelation.
Thus, a strong, positive relationship was found to exist among all of these
components.

The field trial SEER form (Appendix C (1)) included a block for the rater
and indorser to rank order the three best Leadership Skills for the soldier
being rated. Table 30 shows how the raters and indorsers rank ordered the
three best Leadership Skills when completing the field trial SEER forms. The
rankings are shown by pay grade and for totals of all ratings. For the E6s,
the raters rank communications, training, and relations with subordinates as
the top three skills possessed by the rated soldiers. For the E7s, the
raters rank decision ability, training, and communications as the top three

skills. For the E8s and E9s, decision ability, communications, and
counseling are ranked as the top three skills. Across all pay grades,
coiunications, decision ability, and training were ranked as the top three
skills.

Rater and indorser rating scores for the SEER block titled,"Perf of
Pers Supervised" (Part II, Block B) were tabulated by OS codes. No attempt
was made to cumulate these ratings for individual raters or for the total
ratings. A review of the summaries by 140S code indicates a reluctance for
raters or indorsers to use the "Declining" rating scale gradation. The
"Stable" scale gradation was used most; however, the "Improving" scale
gradation drew almost as many ratings. A considerable number of raters and
indorsers chose not to rate this particular item. This agrees with the reluctance
to use this type of item as expressed in the questionnaire and general comment
returns.

Of the total number (N - 3290) of EER and SEER forms completed, only one
"No" response was checked in the "Soldier Fulfills Responsibilities Concerning
the Army's Equal Opportunity Program" block.

TM 39 42
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TABLE 25

SUIM,.%RY OF STATISTICAL DI FERENCES
BETWEE RATER AND INDORSER RATINGS ONt THE SEER

STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT
TYPE OF SCORE DIFFERENCE (.05 or .Oi)

Ove.'a! SEFR

E6 No
E7 No
E8 No
E9 No

Total N'.

Eaca of 7 "Pur'ormance Qualities"
by pay grade None

Each of 7 "Leadership Skills"
by pay grade None

"Mission Accompllshmen " by pay
graae None

"kdvancement Potential"

E6 No
E7 )5
E8 No
E9 No
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TABLE 26

INTERCORRELATIONS OF JOB PERFORMANCE TRAITS

(EER)

TRAIT RANGE OF INTERCORRELATIONS
NUMBER WITH OTHER TRAITS

1 .64 to .79
2 .66 to .84
3 .68 to .88
4 .66 to .88
5 .69 to .81
6 .68 to .84
7 .67 to .78
8 .67 to .79
9 .66 to .75

iO .64 to .73

A 44
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TABLE 27

INTERCORRELATIONS BETWEEN MAJOR AREAS ON SEER
RATER

Performance Leadership Mission Advancement
__________ Qualities Skills Accomplishment potential"•erformance

lualities .91 .79 .75

Leadership
Skills .80 .75

Mission
ccomplishment .87

dvancement
otential

TABLE 28
INTERCORRELATIONS BETWEEN MAJOR AREAS ON SEER

INDORSER

Performance Leadership Mission Advancement
r Qualities Skills Accomplishment Potential

luslities .88 .80 .76

Leadership
Skills .80 .75

ission
Accomplishment .89

Advancement
-Potential 

TABLE 29

INTERCORRELATIONS BETWEEN MAJOR AREAS ON SEER
COMBINED

Performance Leadership Mission AdvancementQu~slities .. Ski !lls AceoM lichment potential
erformance

Qualities .90 .81 .77

Leadership
Skills .81 .76

Mission
Accomplishment .89

Advancement

Potential _
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DISCUSS ION

Nearly all the data reflected the need to keep the rating forms and the
administrative procedures as simple as possible. This caused the forms to
go from the multiple-copy, carbon-inserted, field-trial format back to a
one-page format. Some reviewers of the revised one-page format still
believed that the form was "too busy". However, to obtain such improve-
ments as better defined and more objective trait descriptions, an open
scoring system, more discriminating rating scales, addition of an indorser,
and a provision for mandatory comments when scores are over or under certain
limits, the forms had to be expanded. Naturally, this expansion, as compared
with the presept Enlisted Efficiency Report Form, will oe considered by m'any
sc ldiers as being "busier." On the other hand, a large percentage of tie
experimental users and reviewers believed that both of the nev. forms are a
definite improvement over the old form.

Inflation of ratings i3 a perennial problem in the performance rating
of enlisted soldiers. A large number of the individuals who were enSAged
in the field trial and those who reviewed the forms and collected data
believed that the new rating procedures will not eliminate inflation. There
was a general belief, however, that inflation would be curbed to a degree
but that the true adjustment will be evident only after the new forms have
been in operational use for a reasonable period of time (i.e., for at least
six months). Inflation is an attitude or "mental set" condition inherent
to the performance rating conditions and procedures. No evidence or data
were revealed by this study that would provide a complete solution for this
problem.

Comments received, and the summarized scoring data, gave some indication
of overlapping of major rating areas as well as overlapping of traits wi- in
major rating areas where multiple traits or skills were concerned. Wf,.
multiple traits or skills exist in a major rating area, efforts were made to
make the traits or skills as independent as possible. A factor analysis
study done under normal operational conditions very likely would reflect the
variables and conditions which are functioning when the ratings are done for
"pay." Even then, the findings will need to be tempere-3 because of the
inflationary conditions which are likely to continue.

Suggestions were made during the field trial that the various traits or
skills being rated were not equally important and should be differentially
weighted. Data were gathered from enlisted soldiers and used to assign weights
(i.e., percent of total 125 score points) to the major rating areas (i.e., on
the EM: (1) Duty Performance Traits, (2) Demonstrated Overall Performance
of Assigned Duties, and (3) Advancement Potential; on the SEER: (1) Perfor-
mance Qualities, (2) Leadership Skills, (3) Demonstrated Overall Performance,
and (4) Advancement Potential). The empirical evidence available from the
analysis of the rating scores did not reveal any large differences in variance
among the major rating areas or among the separate traits within the multiple-
trait rating areas. Even if there had been any significant differences, it
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would have been impractical to use then to establish differential weights.
Importance of traits or skills vary from one MOS to another. Thus, a
different weighting scheme would need to be established for every MOS or at least
comon-core groups of MOS. The goal was to develop rating forms that would be
applicable to any MOS. The administration manuals provided for the field
trial were detailed and complete enough to suffice without reference to
Chapter 8 of AR 600-200. These manuals contained completed sample portions
of the forms. Many coments were received concerning the thoroughness of the
instructions avz the appreciatimo for sample entries on the form. On the
other hand, comments were received thc the manuals were too voluminous aud
gave much more Information than was needed. In some instances, the raters
stated that they did not take the time to read the instructions and went
directly to completing the forms - apparently not wanting to read the
voluminous manual. Analysis of these reactions resulted in a decision to
have the EER and SEER administration pamphlet contain only the basic guide-
lines needed to complete the forms - a single pamphlet would be developed
for both forms and would contain primarily the instruction and information
not subject to frequent changes. The more changeable material would be
retained in Chapter 8 of AR 600-200. This publication is under file or
location control while the more concise pamphlets would be distributed
freely to users of the two forms and thus would be more difficult to replace
when changes are required.

An indorser was added to the rating scheme to give the rated soldier
greater assurance that he was getting a "fair rating" and to have an additional
observation enter into the rating score. The role of the reviewer in the
rating scheme prior to 1 October 1975 did not serve this function. A comparison
of the rater and indorser scores indicates that on the EER the raters nearly
always had higher mean scores. A statistically significant difference occurred
between rater and indorser scores foe the ES and E6 pay grades. However, this
very likely was affected by the much larger number of cases (N) for the E5 and
E6 soldiers. This difference may be caused by the raters giving the rated
soldiers more of the "benefit of the doubt" (errors of leniency) since they
must counsel the soldiers on their ratings. Regardless of cause, the lower
indorser scores can help to temper inflation of ratings.

On the SEER, the higher scores were about equally dividcd for the raters
and indorsers on the various parts of the form and the total score. The only
statistically significant difference in rating was for pay grade E7 on Advance-
ment Potential. Again, this pay g°:ade had a substan1tially larger number (N)
of rated soldiers. There appears to be more agreement between raters and
indorsers on the SEER than on the EER. One conjectural reason for this
occurrence is that at the higher pay grades the indorsers may be less able to
observe the rated soldiers and, therefore, are more inclined to parrot the
rater's rating.

48
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The field trial was designed to determine if the E6 soldiers should be
rated on the EER or on the SEER. Approximately 150 soldiers were rated on
both forms. Preference for one form or the other was given by the rated
soldiers as well as by the raters and indorsers. Overall, a nearly even
split was given for preference to have che E6s rated on one or the other
of the two forms. Other considerations such as Army-wide promotion procedures,
the basic leadership duties engaged in by E6s, and the lower rating of E6s
on the SEER than on the EER, were used to make the decision to have E6s rated
on the SEER, Another indicator obtained from the feedback comments was that
the SEER is still not the best rating form to use for Command Sergeant Majors
(CSM). Development of such a form sh.uld be given consideration by the
organization which works on the next generation of Enlisted Evaluation Report
forms.

Ar described in the results section of this study, many sources were used
to determine %jhat traits, qualities, and skills were most appropriate to use
on enlisted evaluation rating forms ":esigned to be applicable across all MOS.
The basic, narrative definition of the traits, qualities, and skills which
went into the primary field trial forms was provided mainly by the research
psychologists doing the study. Some ass;•tance was obtained frow a sample of
soldiers at the US Army Institute of Administration (USAIA) in selecting from
alteruate definitions of the traits, qualities, and skills. However, when the
field trial data were analyzed, there were still many suggestions made con-
cerning changes to the type o' traits, qualities, and skills as well as the
wording. Some of these suggestions appeared to be mainly semantic in nature.
There appeared to be some reluctance, however, at this stage of the develop-
ment to want to make changes to the field trial forms. A caution for future
developers of enlisted evaluation forms would be to have more complete and
thorcoigh study of traits and Lheir definitiicas done befere the primary field
trial forms are designvd.
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REVIS ION

After analyzing all the field trial data, two revised for-s were developed
""Teflecting changes which were thought to be practical and essential, These
fo-ms were then reviewed by asi ES selection board at ERC, by the Army
Administration Center, as well as various groups who were briefed in conection
with the approval prccess. The forms also were briefed to the SGM of the Aitny
and at a SGM ccnference in Washingtor..

In December 1974. a briefing was given to the Arn-y Deputy Chief of Staff
for Persomnel (DCSPER) on the recatkiended final rating forms and their
respective inqtruction pamphlets.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF NEW FORMS

The date of 1 October 1975 was established as the implementation time

for the new forms, Army Pamphlet 623-i (Preparation of Enlisted Evaluation
Reports) wAs developed and Chapter 8, Evaluation Reports, of Army Regulation
600-200, Enlisted Personnel Management System, was revised to conform with the
ntw form,,.

As a part of the implementation of the new forms, the organization responsible
for developing future generations of the enlisted rating form(s) should
establish a systematic data collection and evaluation followup plan which will
provide pertinent 1nformation for improving the next generation of the form(s).
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APPENDIX A

ENLISTED EFFICIENCY REPORT 11o INITIAL
_AR 600-200 and AR 135-205)

PART I PERSONAL DATA loB 6! Com eleted By Prsonnel Officer) .. ..... ...._._

A. NAME, RANK, ORGANIZATION and STATION 1C. PMeSC G. PAY GRADE J. SSAN

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 CI 3

D. SMOSC I 1.H. DOES EM HAVE OVER S

E.DMOSC - YES NOO

I. TYPE OF REPORT ±-,
F S E F. DATEOFRANK REGSPECCDY CR PCSOTHER ""

IC 31E( 'ttJIIS ;IONIH BEGINNING YEAR ENDING MONTH ENDING YEAR

PERIOD It ""
REPORT

PART HI RtTER I
T
o B ,.o•."l't'I Ry HI I1)

A. BRIEf" OESCRIPTION OF DUTIES OF RESPONSIBILITIES NOT INn.;,ATED 3Y DUTY MOS. IF ANY.

" ". CHARACTERISTICS 0_A BA U-N C. ADVANCEMENT POTENTIAL.

B. CHARACTERISTICS iUoIF I HAD THE AUTHORIT Y AND RESPONSIBILITY TO

I. ATIUE I ADAPTABILITY 0-- 1 DO SO IWOULD:2. ATTITUDE 0 1• /

3 INITIATIVE 0 I|' A A

4I LEADERSY'.' Ii 0 O3 0 C

-~d o - ___ - - _
S RESPONSIBILITY i 0, £ I

S.. . 2 S 7 4 RV

DUTY PERFORMANJCF Ii I ,r; '- I I LL
D. RE;0MM.ENDA1i3NS FOR CAqEEi. )EVELOPMtENT (Notf 0ounted In Score"

CONTINUE I1` CJPRENT DUTY MOS AT YES NA ADVANCED MOS-ORIENTED SCHOOLING YFS NA

"C-ESENT ORGAlIZATIONAL LEVEL. . (IF YES. SPECIFY MOS - ) U 0
, , , I " DA NCODEVELOPMENT COURSE. f 0

ASSIGNMENT iN DIfFrRI-NT DUTY MOS rj 6 SELECTION FOR CIVILIAN SCHOO. ING.1IF YES. SPFCiFY fOS ._... ..._ ,

E. COIWENTS O- RATER (Brlef Spov.0c Con.mnts, Limit To Space Piovided)

F RATER'S ORGANIZATION AND DUTY ASSIGNMENT G. NAME AND RANK

H. RATER'S SIGNATURE I. DATE

PART iTl REVIEWER •1o Be Cop-;,'i ed By Re.,,,_,viewer _

A. THIS REPORT Y¥AS PREPARED BY CORRECT RATER. I CONCUR WITH RATER •

I DO NOT CONCUR WITH RATER 11 FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS:

"B. REVIEWER'S ORGANIZATION AND DUTY ASSIGNMENT C. NAME AND RANK

0. REVIEWER'S ?!GNATURE E. DATE

OA -'0RM 2166-4. JUL 70 52
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APPENDIX B (1)

ENLISTED EVALUATION REPORT AR6--~2001 C., SSN

PART I PERSONAL DATA -*4-*N--

GRADE 01 4,6

NAE LAST PIRST Mi0 23 6 89
DAEO MS MS MS IjDUTY POSITION 1: ILE AND AUTH PAY GRADE 0fi f fi f 23456189 i

RANK OKO [10 1 Z 3 4 56 7 9

I WPE NIT ANNUAL CR SPEC OTHER

STGNIATION REPORT I P 0 0 9 LJrI'JING DATE LAST EER

13_RIEF DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES NOT NORMALLY PERIOD OF REPORTIDENTIFIED WITH POSITION TITLE NJ jgoýIAU~ ~I IIOg lNO-ATD ERO

M 0 F N LREASON
B3EGIN DATES

~jM.AN.AGCLE0NT IiJFORMATION

COA C A

PART 11 RATINGS____________________

PBFRAC \WITH\ TO OB NESDEMONSTA? 'ED OVERALL PERFORMANCE IN
TRAITS VERY\ MOST NEEDS IPOE RSN UYPSTO

ST MN SCORE

45 1 0 Fil with spro Meets Job -Shortcomings
1. IS WELL INFORMED ON ALLy toai M Requireme~nts Mnr~~o

abu o)00001 1060 fi 00 ODD9 0 9000 DO 9 OD
sueriton IAVANCEMENT POTENTIAL _ _

3. SOWSINTRES N 1SIA IFI HAD THE AUTHORITY AM~D RESPONSIBILII Y'TO
T ~DO SO I WOULD, (DISREGARD TIME IN GRADE

FOR OBEnegy .= Eo I." R 0REDuIREMENTS)

- - PromotePnOe Promote No CI~n~

4. DEVTE FULTM NDATNmme- Ahead t1 Promte N Poto ACtýihe

TION~ TO dTHE POeNeT Wt rsPo AtvIMP-----RD DOD DTDD ODDK O itl P.9Dut

B E T E R E L F ( E f o r d i e ct d R 0 3 2 3 2 8 2 4 2 2 1 8 1 4 1 0 7 5 30

6DISPLAYS ABILITY TO INITIATE ftINDORSER HAS NOT OBSERVED
ACTION WITHOUT DIRECTION R j AND CANNOT RATE SOLDIER
FROM OTHERS? (Aggressive pursuit I n n n _____________________________
of methods to imporove job performasnce) U1 U U 1I SCORE fPJ REPORT BASED ON
7. IS SUCCESSFUL IN WORKING r in n nBILKS RATER INDORSER
WITH OTHERS? (Ability t0 worlf R R
In harmony with olheral(Mllg. I 0 0 0 0Ar 1 1 Di~nat f
a PERSONAL BEHAVIOR SETS A GOOD Ft"~ Obevn QEl
m erit o f personal a ffa irs and b ehav ior) 0 0 0 0 B Report &l l ln R ec rd Db v 1 1E

~ TAKES PRIDE IN NEATNESS OF -- i il]RcrdTSCQ
DRESS AND APPEARANCE? R 0 0 0 0 ~ ,----

10 ACTIVELY WORKS AT MAINTAINING SOLD)IER FULFILLS RESPONSIBIUTIES YhS $
GOOD PHYSICIAL CONDITION? (As R 0 0 0 0 0 0CONCERNING IHE ARMY'S EQUAL RH
required by present duly position) ( (j0OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM

MPO AUTETCATION
AREPORT ENTERED ON SOLDIERS SOLD TIER O EPRT_______________TRE NDAT
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APPENDIX B (2)

RATED SOLDIER S LAST NAME AND SSN

PART II CONTINUED
CAREER DEVELOPMENT

POTENTIAL TO SERVE IN I SG DUTY POSITION (E6 ONLY)
lOutstanding RUI[][Excellent RLjIfjIGo~d RIIJIUFair R=II None RO]'fL

I COMMENTS ON JOB PERFORMANCE TRAITS (BLOCK A) -MANDATORY IF SCORE IS BELOW 10 OR OVER 40

RATER INDORSER

. COMMENTS ON DEMONSTRATED OVERALL PERFORMANCE (RILOCK B) - MANDATORY IF SCORE IS BELOW 6 OR OVER 42

RATER INDORSER

K COMMENTS ON ADVANCEMENT POTENTIAL (BLOCK C) - MANDATOnY IF SCORE IS BELOW 10 OR OVER 22

RATER INDORSER

L1 EXPLANATION OF EXCEPTIONAL CONTRIBUTION OR NO" RESNSE TO ARMY S EQUAL OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM (BLOCK G)

RATER INDORSER

PART III RATER AUTHENTICATION
N ORGANIZATION AND DUTY ASSIGNMENT B NAME AND GRADE

D•SIGNATURE

PART IV INDORSER AUTHENTICATION
A ORGANIZATION AND DUTY ASSIGNMENT NAME AND GRADE DATE

I- SIGNATURE

PART V REVIEWER AUTHENTICATION
SOLDIER WAS RATED BY CORRECT RATER AND INDORSER. I CONCUR WITH BOTH

I DO NOT CONCUR WITH RATER El INDORSER 0 FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS.

fJ3ORGANIZATION AND DUTY ASSIGNMENT [] NAME AND GRADE DATE

9 SIGNATURE

"PART VI RATED SOLDIER AUTHENTICATION SN E
ýA I HAVE R2CEIVED A COPY OF THIS REPORT []SIGNATURE K) DATE

DA Form 21 "-5 (Toel) I Aug 73 WoikabS$t5
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APPENDIX C (2)

RATED SOLDIER S LAST NAME AND SSN

PART 11 CONTINUEDYE
LUj CARErR DEVELOPMENT YEI

SIELFCT FOR COMMAND SERGEANT MAJOR EL
SELECT FOR FIRST SERGEANT lF

[COMMFNTS ON PERFORMANCE QUALITIES (BLOCK A) - MANDATORY IF SCORL IS B3ELOW/ I I OR OVER 32

RAT ER INOOR.IER

SCOMMENTS ON LEADERSHIP SKILLS (BLOCK C) - MANDATORY IF SCORE IS BELOW I1I OR OVER 32

RATER INDORSER

~1COMMIýNTS ON MISSION ACCOMPLISHMENT (BLUCK D) - MANDATORY IF SCORE IS BE LOW 4 OR OVER le

RAT ER IN DOR SE R

CIOL.IJENTS ON ADVANCEMENT POTENTIAL (BLOCK E; - MANDATORY IF SCORE IS BELOW 6 OR OVER 14

RATER INDORSER

EXPLANATION OF EXCEPT!CNIL CONTRIBUTION OR 'NO" RESPONSE TO ARMY S EOUAL OPPORTUNiTY PROGRAM (BLOCK 1)

RATER INDORSER

PART III RATER AUTHENTICATION
[A]ORGANIZ'.'ION AND OUTY ASSIGNMENT Ki NAME AND GRADE DATE

SSIGNATURE

PART IV INDORSER AUTHENTICATION_______________________

PJORGANIZATION AND DUTY ASSIGNMENT NAME AND GRADE DATE

[1 S16NATURC

PART V REVIEWER AUTHENTICATION ____________________

fA~l SCLC'IE AWAS RAY ED BY CORRECT RAT ER AND INDUR9SER I CONCUR WI I 1)60T H

'CO Nc CONCUR WITH RATER []INDORSER r FOR TH4E FOLLOWING RE ASCW;

5) RcAN7ZA~IIN AND DUIY ASSIGNMLNT -. JEALADORIEDT

[Ej SIGNA'UR,.

PART VI RATED SOLDIER AUTHENTICATION
IHAVIL RECEIVED A COPY OF THIS REPORT L]SIGNAIURE L)ATC

DA c im 2166SA (Test)I Aug 73 WorksibeeI5
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APPENDIX D

ENLISTED EVALUATION REPORT JAR 6O,,I.. I
For prepardtion. see DA Pamphlet 623-1 C SSN

PART I PERSONAL DATA 2 I 2 34 5 6 Y 8 9

GRADE IAB3RI NA.ME•LAST) ,FIRSTi ,MI SSN 13 TYREOF'RRPORT 6 7 9
N ,*. I A,'; Ck W, I 2 3 5 6 7 6 9

ýD ORGANIZATION AND STATION ! r7,IF ,R 2 3 4 5 6. 7 89

2 .0123 4 6 7 8 9
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S_ _ _ _ _ _ ""• . . . . .. . "- --, -• •- , • ,

RATED SOLDIER'S LAST NAME AND SSN

PART 11 CONTINUED

. C--ARER DEVELOPMENT -NRECOMMENDATIONS ON SCHOOLING AND ASSIGNMENTS)

J. I I COMMENTS ARE MANDATORY TO JUSTIFY RATINGS IN PART II AS FOLLOWS:
a BLOCK E SCORE BELOW 10 OR OVER 40, BLOCK F SCORE BELOW 6 OR OVER 42, BLOCK G SCORE BELOW 10

OR OVER 22, OR BLOCK D IF SOLDIER DOES NOT SUPPORT ARMY'S EQUAL OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM.
b INDORSER WHO CHECKS BLOCK 11 B

2. REMARKS OTHERWISE OPTIONAL.

RATER

INDORSERI

PART III RATER AUTHE" -ION
.L ORGANIZATION AND DI. BNMENT NAME AND GRADE C DATE

"El SIGNATURE

PART IV INDORSER AUTHENTICATION
AJ ORGANIZATION AND DUTY ASSIGNMENT B NAMF AND GRADE ) DA--E

D6 SIGNA rURE

PART V SOLDIER AUTHENTICATION

A.I HAVE SEEN A COPY OF THIS REPORT COMPLETE THROUGH B,' NAME AND GRADE IC., DATE
ACTION BY THE INDORSER I HAVE BEEN COUNSELED CON.-CERNING T HE REPORT ,•

'. SIGNATURE

PART VI REVIEER AUTHENTICATION

ASOLDIER WAS RATED BY CORRECT RATER AND INDORSER NO FURTHER ACTION REQUIRED. E
.MY REVIEW RESULTS IN ACTION INDICATED BY INCLOSURES.

BI ORGANIZATION AND DUTY ASSIGNMENT iC. NAME AND GRADE D DATE
I

SIGNATURE

PART VII MILPO CERTIFICATION 7
P-7 DATE REPOR: FNTERED ON DA FM ?-I:
Bj SOL.DIERS. C.•,'.' N TO SO.I•DIE FORWAR-.r, To SOI.DIE.R []

MAILED TO SOLDIER 1 'ERTIFiED MAIL NO . . ... MILPO SIGNATURE 'IC
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RAII'D ',OLDIER'S LAST NAME AND SSN

PART II CONTINUED

. (ARI i • DEI.VELOPMI N r (RI:cOMMrNDATIONS ON SCIIOOLING AND ASSIGNMENTS) RECOMMEND FOR-
cSM (E-8& E-9) ISG (E-•)

RD RD

K I COMMLNTS ARE MANDATORY TO JUSTIFY RATINGS IN PART II AS I-OLLOWS:
aBLOCK h SCORI BFI OW 6OR OVLR 24., LOCK I'SCORL BELOW 5 OR OVER 20. BLOCK G SCORF BELOW 6CR OVER 36, BLOCK II

SC:ORF BE:LOW 6 OR OVER 14. OR BLOCK D IF SOLDIER DOES NlOT SUPPORT ARMY'S EQUAL OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM.
bINDORSER WHlD ClIH'CKS BLOCK 11 B.

2 RLMARKS 01111l RWISE OPTIONAL.

INIDkSl

PART III RATER AUTHENTICATION

ORGANAIZATION AND I)Tl Y ASSIGNMENT jIG R NAME AND GRADE j• DATEkj SIGNATURE

PART IV INDORSER AUTHENTICATION

,AJ ORGANIZA I'ON AND DUTY ASSIGNMENT . NAME AND GRADE C. DATE

.JSIGNATURE

PART S SOLDIER AUTHENTICATION

A__j IIAV, SII.LN A COPY OF THIS REPORT COMPLETE THROUGH ACTION NAME AND GRADE .DATE
BY rIl. INDORSI R I IIAVE BEEN COUNSELED CONCERNING THE
RI I`ORI. PJSIGNATURE

PART VI REVIEWER AUTHENTICATION
A. SOI.,I)IIR WAS RATI-D BY ('ORRI.Ct RATER AND INDORSER NO I URTHER ACTION REQUIRED. li

MY RI.VIW RISULTS IN ACTION INDICATFD BY INC(LOSURES.[,

DB.ORGANIZATION AND) DUTY ASSIGNMI NT NAME AND GRADE DT

SIGNATURE

PART VII MILPO CERTIFICATION -_

A] DA II. RI PORI ENIEREI ON DA FM 2-1: ICj
B. SOI.DII:k'S COPY' GIVEN TO SOLDIER 0 fORWARDED TO SOLDIER _ _ _ _

MAILI 1) 10 SOI DIE. 0 CERTIFIED MAIL NO. MILPO SIGNATUPE_
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PABIUM 7- I IE 1 LADQI; 'R
DI)LARTM ENT OF 'THE ARMY

No.. 0231-1 1VfllNo1fl'oN, D)C, 7. May :'j

PERSONNfA, EVALUATION

P~REPARATION OF ENLISTED EVALUATION REP'ORTS
1. Purpose. This pi-a-ophlet. prov ides hintruct ions of til h..oldivi k~ 1(pow0lJ)bb for doesiguiazing the
fov completing DA I ornis :ý u.16- , EuIdi- tvd Evail- rater ani'len-L.Th raterv imiut. he hi tile direet
uaMioni Repta t (ElI:1Z. for pe.-~onji-I in pa)p grade I ilie ( ifpiv~i ' rIh rated " .11her."I'hu rater
E--5 and below antl f-5 t10'E(ltdEvi1 iwit lbe in pay% gi ade I--( 01 alit've and ait least
wiation Report lo E1~ .mipc ~nll~kd "t pay oil(, pay grade h61ighe 1MI hnthle rated :4odiev. The
grade E-0) and above, iiudor.%er also nmusit he ili the (lirvet Iiie. of sunec-
2. Concept. '[lie ýre Iii n t. miunitain .111 eAlivielit vi~ioui 311.1 -wvior o Hit, -at er it; either pay gi ade
and effective sy!stem af p-r-souiuifI e' l~a1 it io. le oi- ulate of i-al.k. TI'c r'e% ov. Ilw~ ium. be. a Warrant
i'VIilmatioii repol !- of maajor siguitiicance in or commissioned officer in~ direct 'line of supervision

.cL this ObjectI Ive. anidSi~~ to the iuidon~er. If chi iman super%' .,ori
Ea,1ch ex aluat ion ropou I affects 1.01 till] till, are part of (the ratin Rhin, refer to, chapter 8,

soldier evaltiaitetl I .it al.-o other :.ol.1ien,~ andicll hi' 600--200 for ies11ygiitlefines.
Ai my ats a whole-. TIhe rep~ort is important. Anu the TheiIi Military Pevroninel Officer is rcspoiisible
soldier's own ca~-evir obIjvv(tivc-ý. but it al.-o inqeipa for,1 1enl~ on at.If the Evaluation Report.

iij)fl he JnuuaeuiCu N S) teii .1 p1(i th p(alat Report i.s vonubl)eted in turn by
the( Arm vs abjlitý to mna nta.in :tt ii eliltec fou ce die r-ater, the inidorser, and the(- re uc-wer. Except
of high quality, in cases i lucre the ratedn soldier has departed for

fin order to uin-ure fairness ill thle v-ating- of -. I at pew unimmnt --hanuge of stat ion, the indorser oh-
diers, 11o one facet of the individual's perforniance tains tile raled boldier's signature iii Part V prior
should be con-,idered a.-, the prime. factor to be to forwarding the( report to the reviewer. Aft-r
evaluated. No sinugle in~tance of onuttandi'g- or th.o reviewor lia. ituthnticated the report, the
mediocre performuance -Iloould be alo dto ovei- ke(Aiplcted Evaluation Report is r'etuirned to thej shadow the iinilividual's total ppi~forunince. Military Plen.,onnel Officer. The~ MIli-r Per~u
Rather, the evadhiat ion Ahould weigh (thu. ent he nle Oflie-ci revit-wn tilie report for accuracy, enlter,;
sl ,etruun oi thl- sohjdiei' performalnce hiv ingp ti . he pe. iod of the report ouu thiesoldivi*- reo?"rd. and
rated period. truaisnit -,a copy of the repoit to the rated soldier.

they be based on t lie "whlole person- concept. The written guidance (,i p~rocedlures for a~qpcJ to the
el a1luation uuaull eddrvss all pt rtiniiut. arews of peir- rated soldier witli the soldiei *,- copy of Hthe report.
formnance. potential, and character. These include -1. General Instructions For Preparing Eivalua-
denionstratc-d perforniancet of dut\, per-'onal coii- tion Reports. a. The Ev-aluaition R, port j-,
duvt. phuv~kal fitnuess. app arance. attitude, awd mnachine-scorvid by means of inark sensing. lin cown-
other factors. lplet mug thle, iark sitnsed portion of the foi in:

An evaluaitioni report which i, rendered cure- 1.Use at number 2 lead pencil
fully and fairly, along with perforwaii~v onl Adii 2. Erase eomipletely any chianges,
tests. gives at rcliable indication oif the 'soldivC.-, 3. Do not mark outsidoN box
competence in comparison with others of the. samne 4. Mark all space wvithiin box
grade. Such evaluations enhance the credibility (of 5). Make pencil mnarks heavy
the evaluation system., and allow for the careful 6. Do not fold, tear' or otherwise mutilate the
Screening of the enlizted rank-, which i-s necessary fom
to maintain high military professional sýtanidaids. b. Part T and VII of thle report will be,
3. Ilesponsibilities. a. IThe Commanding Offitcer Completed by the Mllit-ry Personnel Officer

* *ThiK; pamphlet supersedes DA Pam 623-4, 1 October 1970.
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(MILPO). Parts II, III, IV and V will be coin- total capality in comparf)son with other jdivid-
pleted by the rater and indorser. Part V1 will be uals of th, same grade and length of service. If
completed by the reviewer except when the rater score exceeds 22 or is beihnv 10, justify in Block J.
Or indorsel is a General Officer or officer of flag I. Block II. Scores.
rank andnoreviewerisrequired. The rater and indorser enter the scores

5. Instructions For Completing Part II of from the appropriate boxes from Blocks E, F,
EER: Raters and Indorsers. (MILPO will have and G and total them The indorser, then adds the
completed Paet I.) two subscores (sum of scores). The total score. can-

A. (Theck Part I carefully for possible dis- not ex'ceed 2.50 points. Dividing this total by tw.-o.
crepancies and proceed with Part. II. the indorser will enter the result as the report

B. Block A. score. The result will be a whole nmnber or a
The rater will enter actual duties performed whole number and a decimal (e.g. 117, 117.5). If

by the rated soldi-r including additional duties. onl. a rater is involved, the rater's total will be
C, Block B. entered as tie report score.

If the indorsor cannot give an accurate and J. Block I. Career Development.
reliable rating to the individual, Block B should Recommendations for logical career (level-
be checked and explained in Block J. In this case opment, such as advanced schooling and special
no other portions of Part II will be ceonpleted by assignments are appropriate here.
the indorser. K. Blork J. Comments.

D. Block C. This block is provided for comments by the
Two selections are possible. Check the ap- rater and indorser. Scores requiring nandatory

propriate box to indicate frequency of contact, comments are listed in the heading Af this block.
and, if applicable, also check "reports and records." Comments may be mace in this bl,.-k regardless

E. Block D. of scores. Comments must be either ty ped or neatly
Mark the "yes" or "no" block as appro- printed in black ink.

priate. A "no" response here requires explanation 6. Instructions for Completing Part II of
in BoekJ. SEER: Raters and Indorsers. (MILJPO will

F. Block E. Duty Performance Treits. have completed Part 1.)
Rate the indiviaual carefully on each of the A. Check Part I carefully for possible dis-

ten duty performance traits by macking the ap- crepancies and proceed with Part II.
propriate box for each trait. Mark ratings in soft
pencil on the basis of the given rating scale. Enter B. Block A.
the score for each trait in bla-k ink in the score The rater will enter actual duties performed
box at the right-hand column. Total these scores by the rated soldier including additional duties.
and enter in the totals box at the bottom of the C. Block B.
right-hand column, and in the appropriate loca- If the indorser cannot give an accurate and
tion in Block H. The same marking procedure will reliable rating for the individual, Block B should
be used for Blocks F and G, using the appropriate Le checked and explained in Block K. In this case
boxes in Block H. If the score for Block E exceedsS~no other p~ortions of Part 11 will be. completed by
40 or is less than 10, justify in Block J. the indorser.

U. Block F. Demonstrated Overall Perform- D. Block C.
anioo of Assigned Duties.

It is in this section that the rated soldier's Two selections are possible. Check the ap-

strengths and weaknesse- car be considered using propriate box to indicate frequency of contact,

the yardstick of overall ,,erfor'nance. If score ex- and, if applicable, also check "reports and records".
cc ds 42 or is below 6, justify in Block J. E. Block D.

H. Block G. Advancement Potential. Mark the "yes" oe "no" block as appropri-
Rate the soldier on ability to p)erform in ate. A "no" response here requires explanation in

the next higher grade by considering the soldier's Block K.

TAOO 4.;IAS39
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I':;.xte boX for, eaili qualitv. MaIrk Iiii flL- i'ii 'I.ail'ih ilttli ) ,nle~

eni Olter a .I "I"C '' t lt~al (Tos atj of a ' I ll'' a -l -ore. Mtii iIlI 'l . lVW 111. lied orit'ltI~

;1, a0-hildL 1,0llaIaI. tori 111 ac11 p' 11)11 l it) L110 - I- I, t(P.lat!.

i.- n in Ml teki . 'Die' otnie mar em .- I-( .1re vvill 7. Instructions Foi (. Onifletiuig i ll i~ i. IV.
1-a usuij fur hllo;,kb, F . G. mid~ I i. ii~i:~i t~e appro- V. VT. and V1I of SEPE and SPER.

;% :1. l-'"3oeA P :O'( 1. 1I r 1: -v O ,.o ti I Bloa k !K P1t1rI,41ehO JPafltq III' 1 qv 11' f ~ '' ind

\Leci~ 21 )j 1;,( Imin1 % litaI,Li p z ~I Ifo ICl a is. 'I' stoi' tand itiloru'I w1-il r '111dct0

Q. IlUc/c Y. !Lrader'.lIup Ski]!'. 1a:~ [LIT andi IN' l'(.q*)'tively. 'I'lilso ei' :Cý ex-

I'Ph" e -1-il -. 1' iŽeit'l to 11 *.cu:. (' n- "'-f i a signaturxe, niiu'. boat vped, cit- prti !t ead iii

h -fed ,ol'I-t'I rhe ,oiljai3r~ pt.j fm', rinevI s, tqJ -Ilk f. a. sig-attrs
lel'b a N 'ie', ')Ii Inacteri'in theni. I f tha a a (ol h E.a.d;/

vXu.azd(, 20) w- i'i a ýI 5. jiist ia " B k 1. After ,i~rnling Ilie, vePrI . tho I*: let will

K BN.7 j Mliclin vrtod , ra I,. a o tasi-s report wit'l! h". i'atel :, 'Adler -o it4 C11,
Ii. hI','~ e. I~e~xo~tated ('i'a d1 '' ie t~e 1ie r. Afterv(a tuisel iqxth li-at "r -;Il forii-

. akaj~ist nn le iiited to this ocexu-io. but
i~~l~* ft -Ioiild (Ittil v-hean'cve guidance is app:'Opriate.

~il oftlja c~id dals "ie~~... ii~ V.ias1I"~ PIvilortvianee CoinFeiaaillg or "%oachiiig" s. arts oi.

n~i~r he ur~t ck f oe~i'Ijoa'f.eII;IPC.l~ the ;I. v the sokiwe reports foi- dutty and t-nitintic.;
cort, ex~ceed- :W) o* is belowv 6. jwntifN in Bint I: K~. t nl esiiisetr sinet 'i~i

1.. Rloc7 IH. Ad%,ailuank ut Pote;,ioI1. tIva' (:o)Ahsehin[ nitist be adaited to the varying
Rate the' ,oldivr' m~ abilit-N t( s performa Cil a:11mitanICCS or' SI c(ifie. situltions. It must be

ii'xu'Ihihrgi~i l o~xiri gtt, 1 e('X(altCl vareftilltv mid conscir'ntimisly. Cout-seling
lmi t.6 n (.0r2 1)aison .%itlt aohliv-inotn011'iduatls o;a nxu4. Irv designed to ('a .-mee the effectiveness of
tii h., an gx ade all(1 lelii-th fd i" I f ,cmm e.-, sub luiditiaes in the pcl' n-mance of speeifl, dutier

dra Is ', or iz beaoiw 6, jusrf.... ill BI..k K. C. ('4taiflinq Riatud aS,,Wier'8 Sijon. ture h'

J1 lR 7,. Scores. Pa~,; I Udr~l

'1,11c lal) :jInd iiiorli-ei' esille!, i. rhle inderserti z) reslponsib, xo oottii

f 1l Ii he app,, ya (a I, bnm!, f roni Bk Ls E~. F. 0. thle rat&'ul soldier's signlature ini Part V. .)rioi' to

'11.11 11 a- ~ta lrfi Hu nlr' i' ur foi ~a rding the report to the reviewer. k-temeve:'.
an m ) ei'.CS leidrs. wi li if I bha' te(;ir hifs depar'ted for a permanent changa'

the f-v -- b-Nore (sum of scores). nhi. total Of ,-t'tion ii~'thout oeaeiiq, and signing the evaluit-
"It 'I)*( ' ililiat ex~a'ced 250) points. Diitjrjdjnt t hiii- total t ioti riapu t, the indorser will note this fa;A in Part
I Y t 'o thle inddo:''er eniter, t It(a result 1, 1tle iv~poi t V. suict forward the report tto the reviewer wvithout

Noia Hit rei-ilt will be :! vhole I in er ora(iatdt-k~Yaixitie

Wholt unumber a da'cuiail (e.g.. I I :. 117.5). If 2 rm~aobtainiing th- riated soldi_,v~s sig-
mly a rati'r is, !ivcived the rater's t nda w~ill bie ill li a Oit the i valuation form, the indoitrst will

1w rj )(I I orv.vaeIift that. the(, rater has counseled the soldier re-
K. B~lock .1. Carmeer Dettelopment. gnt'ding the Evaluation Report.

Recommendation foe' logical carva I- dex "lop- 3. The( ii~d.rser w~ill further' counsel the
1a 'nt, .311(th aM atd'anced schooling n-d sipý'e-al z-Odie .
a- igriments a-v appropriate here. If the soldier !. If th ' report is adverse, the indoiser w~ill

h-,the puturntiql to be a First Sergean-' or Comn- i,!%1 th le soldtiiq of the ntatuire of the report, and

'fA'JO 42i.A Tp1 39
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iioi:tlie soldier fhut. thle MI [P() will provide 9. Adniini, trative P. .zssing of Reports by the
.1;tm"fo:. s~l~iSbi";oll of IllppeilIs. Military I';rsonnel Officer (EER and SEER).

1). Prepl?-ng I'ari. TV (il'ciewtcr). k. rji,,, military Personnel Officer (MTILPO)
*11uI' 'dv~gnlated reviewer ANill compi~lete min nt es the i nitijal and annuial Evalluation L,,Žport

i l v1z, k i. C, 1). mid H. iisin', black ink or by comipletinug Part I and enterinL' the so'dier's
:~.ig. a.st mnae and goecial security mnumbr onl tile top

.-Tb Je ewtr i~responsil)e for as'~i~irin lFui (if Page 2. Chiaji-,e of rater EvalutionRpot
'I10 wvill be init iatd primarily* by fle. r'ters:

'I. IHp, i 'ioi r later and1 indorser corn however. tI cy may b,, iltitiated b ' the, MItP()
1:!e od tI lw foril. A specirl E~ altifltion Rep1ort (SP) is always

4. U ne e 1 i. d juqtificat ion for low or anit iated by the rat-,-. A report initiated by thle
a ~g~ rd i ing as been nvido, addresseks pertinieit rater m il h e (o'iond mated with the M ILP() for

ltreats. and( appears reasonabled]. completion of Part I prior to completing subse-
r. Any regative- en~try for the Equal Up- (ju(nt par)ts of the form. When completing tLe non-

Oort unity block is adequaf ely clocunl(tnted. rated period blork of Part 1, at -ated mo All is
1". Piper.arhg Part VIIl (j"IL'O). defined as any month inl which the, r:-ter suipe rvised

MTILP() will complete Flocks A, B, C mid( ili z.x'ldi'oi 16 or moie e alendai dayvs. Other-,vise
D) ( zi x vos'ticii alpha numnric unit identification I lie macma i wii I),,b counted ais nlon-rated with L ie
"o)de ,f \i111,1(0 will hwecittored in Block D). for tion-i':t inai recordedt on! tw I Ra~l
q. General Instructions on Adverse and Specipl 'Odt',"I I I," in the :11)1)1 0I)riatVVI IV kS' :-1141NI'a 1.in
Reportsi (BER and SEER). taidle!

k. kdver-zo Reports. 13. T1he MIJLP() will forward the formis
!.Definition. throiqgh the, (onimndnier to the rater. The form is
.kn Evaluation Repiort iz adverse when: completed ill tir'i by the rater, indorser, and re-
a. '1he raling ,cores awarded inl Part 11, vie~wer. The reviewer returns the completed

by eitln r rater or indorser, are s,- low as to require Evaluation Report to the MILPO, who reviews
written jusmification. the report foi- accuracy. The MILPO enters the

b. Part IT, Plock D. shows a negative. (lat( of the report on T)A Form 2-1, reproduces the
cntry foi 'h~e Equal Oppom tunity Program. ri\ 1)ot 011(1 provides, fi copy to flth, rated soldier.I 2. 11r'indfing of Adverse, Reports. Tl' r'eport is transmnitted to the rated soldier as

a. If it report is advers-. according to the. follows:
ai~ove dlefinlitionl, the indorser will advise the rated 1. Reports which ave not adverse and have
soldier of the nature of the report and informi the been signed by the 'ioldier. maty be forwarded
soldier hlat 'MILPIO will l)Iov'te assistance for hmg il(dstbd.oceierniteade-

-n isslon of appeal. throue.ghiten dto rtie ion cener. oi- Oii by sealed e
6. U.pw.n receipt of ami adverse relport. the eoegintohe'lii.0sn ytrt-as

rc"% ie'Wer will : ai
(1) fnqiiire as to anymi nusual circum- 2. Reporis which tue wit adverse but hiave

ýt sliccs -iurrolniding submission of tile, report. not been signed by the soldici, will be sentt to the
(2) Refer the i eopn t o thle rater and/ soldier lby first-class mi-il.2

or indo.-zer for further colmm it or clarification 3.Reports which are adverse. and have z1
.'~al~irllpriate. been signed by the rated soldier may be given

e.After authenliciatim 11 anl adverse re- to thme soddier lC'perlýonalv or forwarded througzh
');art tlie reviewer will forw~ard to 'MILPO.tme(itibtonetr iasaldneop

B. Special Report. ti .(ls riitm epotsl il hich muste( ele maied

S. ecial reports may, be, prepared when a 4 des eot hc ii emie

M ~ier'.- performance of duty is, i'i the rater's wvill, in all cases, besentbly certified naial.
pqinlionl so ouitstanding or decfikient that it war- C. The MILPO will sen-i tile original report

:Wit*, bn011is~ioil of it rcport pi jor to the annual to IJSAEHC. Detailed TILPO responsib~ilities
ii.* ildler (letailk. ze'e A l 600-200. are specified in chiapter S. AR 600-200.

'rA';O 421.%
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Table 1. Codes for Non-Rated Periods

Code Defin tion

A-.----- AWOL/Desertion.

B .......- Break in active service (must bc 12 months or less. If more than
12 months. begin dote of the EER will be month soldier
returned to zctive duty. Inclusive dates of break in service will
be added to the non-rated period block on the EER/SEER.

C .------- Confinement in a military or civilian detention facility; assigned
to Military Personnel Control Facility; or, assigned to Correc-
tional TrAining Facility.

I ------- Intrinsit between duty .tations including leave, travel an,! TDY.

M ------- Missing in Action.

P ------- Patient (includes convalescent leave).

Q------ Lack of Rater Qualification (60 days for E-1 thru E-5) or (90
days for E-6 thru E--9).

R ------- Recruiter Intern.

S -------- Student at a mnilitar ..- civiiian school.

T_ ..... TDY or Speciel Duty (SD) other than as a student. If TDY or
SD will excecd 60 calendar days for E-5 and below or 90
calendar days 'or E-6 thru E-9 soldiers, t.!,en a Change of Rater
report is reqiireJ uipon ulepqr:.ure to the TDY or SD unit and
by 'lie TDY or SD unit upon return to parent unit.

W ------- Prisoner cf War.

Z -------- None of the above. Letter of explanution tatached.

I[
f
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I
The proponent agency of this pamphlet is the US Army Military Personnel
Center. Users are invited to send comments and suggested improvements
on DA Form 2028 (Recommended Changes to Publications and Blank
Forms) direct to HODA (DAPC..EPP-E)I Alexandria, VA 22331.

liy Order of the Secretary of the Army:

FRED C. WEYAND
General, United S/ates Army

Official: Chie/ of Staff
VERNE L. BOWERS
Jiajo'r G(neraL United ,tare8 A riny
The A dJut1, General

I)ISTRIIIUTION:
Active Army. ARNG, USAR.. To be distributed in accordance with two (2) times I)A Form

12-9A- requirelnents for DA Pamnphlets, Personnel Efficiency Rlatings-A (Qty Rqr Block No. 426).
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